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The NAL Staff
(Presented by P. J. Reardon)

National Accelerator Laboratory*
Batavia, Illinois

Sutnin&ry

The NAL 300- to 500-GeV acceleratorhas achieved
full operation with an intensive high-energy-physics
experimental program in progress. The current oper-
ation of the accelerator and experimental areas is
described as well as the present plans for improvement
to achieve the design goals. The Laboratory is also
working on longer range projects to achieve an accel-
erated beam of higher energy and to use this capability
in a new experimental area and in a colliding-beam
facility.
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Introduction :

The accelerator and experimental facilities of the
National Accelerator Laboratory have been described
previously. *• 2» 3.4 This paper will summarize the
present status of the Laboratory, including the perform-
ance of the major subsystems of the accelerator and
plans for the improvements in these systems, the over-
all accelerator performance over the last fifteen months,
and the goals for the future. At this time, all essential
elements of the original project are now complete,
although some upgrading of the experimental areas and
the accelerators is continuing.

! The overall accelerator is shown in an aerial view
in Fig. 1. The injector system for the 1000-m radius
main accelerator consists of a 750-keV preaccelerator,
a 200-MeV linear accelerator and an 8-GeV rapid cycling
(15-Hz) synchrotron (the "booster") with a circumfer-
ence of 1/13.25 of the main accelerator. Normal oper-
ation consists of 12 booster pulses (in 0.8 seconds) in-
jected head-to-tail into the main accelerator during the
rest field.after which the field is increased at a rate of
100- 125 GeV/sec to the final value of 300 or 400 GeV.
At 300 GeV, the beam then is extracted over one second
during a six-second pulse and sent to three external
beam areas, shown in aerial view in Fig. 2. These
experimental areas are called the Meson, Neutrino, and
Proton areas. In addition, an Internal Target area, in
the process of being enlarged, is located In one of the
six 51-m long straight sections. Three of the other
long straight sections are used for the beam-abort
eystem.for the rf accelerating systems, and for the
injection-extraction system. i

] A little over two years ago, on March 1, 1972, the
accelerator reached the original design goal of 200 GeV.
We now operate routinely at 300 GeV and have done
several extended 400-GeV runs for high-energy physics.
An intermediate intensity goal of 10*3 protons per pulse
was just reached a few weeks ago. A laboratory has
been brought into being that, in terms of energy and
active target stations, exceeds its design by a factor of
two»with the other important goals of the project in
sight, for about 90% of the funds authorized.

•Operated by Universities Research Association,Inc.
under contract with the United States Atomic Energy
Commission. - -• - —-
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7igure 1. Aerial view of accelerator complex.

Figure 2. Aerial view of experimental areas (Proton,
Neutrino, Meson from left to right).

We are looking forward now to the challenges of the
future, which in the next year include attempts to
operate the accelerator, extraction and switchyard
systems at energies as close to 500 GeV as is possi-
ble, operations at 2 to 5 x lO1^ protons per pulse,
a front porch that will send a 300-GeV beam to the
Meson Lab with a one-second flattop and at the peak of
the same pulse, a 400-GeV beam to the Neutrino and
Proton Laboratories, and a triple split in the Proton
Laboratory, so that all eight proton target stations can
be operated simultaneously. ;

In the longer run, say during the next four to seven
years, we plan to design and install in the existing
main-ring tunnel a superconducting ring of magnets
that will enable us to bring the energy of the proton
beam up to the region of 1000 GeV (the EnergyDoubler).
to complement the present facility with a new set of
rings, two 1000-GeV proton rings jind one 20-GeV



jelectron ring (POPAE) that will allow us to study the
weak, electromagnetic, and strong interactions at a
new energy scale where common characteristics !
might become apparent, and to construct a fourth ex-
ternal experimental area, the Quark Area, that will

.enable us to do counter experiments with high-intensity
secondary beams with energy ranges up to 1000 GeV.
iWe are also proposing, with the University of Wisconsin,
!the construction of a 1-MWH, 3600-MJ superconducting
energy-storage device both to compensate for the
energy droop to the utility system caused by our pro-
posed 15-second, 500-GeV pulsed power load and to
!study some of the longer-range aspects of this form of
jenergy-storage system as a potential competitor to
iother proposed systems for electrical-utility applica-
tion.

Present Accelerator Operating Status

i Program Status . j
; The accelerator and the high-energy physics experi-
mental progx'am have been operating on a 24-hour,
:seven-day-per-week basis since April 1972. At
present, approximately 75% of calendar time is
.scheduled for high-energy physics, 11% for accelera-
tor studies, 5% for startup and tuneup, and 9% for
i scheduled maintenance and development. In recent
months, the accelerator and extraction and switchyard
: systems have performed approximately 75% of the
scheduled time, with highs of 93% for a week in March
and 94% for a week in April. ,

: The average intensity per 300-GeV pulse (with a
:6-second cycle rate, including a 1-second flattop) is
;approximately 6 x 101 2 protons per pulse and a peak
{intensity of 1 x 1013 protons per pulse has recently
been achieved. Figure 3 shows main-ring beam inten-
sity and main-ring magnet ramp over the 6-second
300-GeV cycle. The 12 beam pulses in the main ring
are shown during acceleration in Fig. 4. Using the
normal 12-pulse single-turn injection system from the
booster into the main ring, transmission efficiencies
of about 90% are regularly achieved and 100% trans-
i mission efficiencies have been observed during accel-
erator-physics experiments. The recent achievement

iof 1 x lO1^ protons per pulse occurred using the
j multiple-turn booster injection system, with a trans-
imission efficiency of 62% and 1.6 x 1013 protons injec-
jted into the main ring.

I The extraction efficiency for slow extraction is now
Ja solid 97% over periods of weeks at a time and the
macroscopic spill duty factor during slow spill is about
70%. In both cases, the reproducibility and stability
of operation are very good because of a computer-aided
jfeedback system on extraction elements.

During high-energy physics running, we send protons
to seven targets. Simultaneous operation of seven tar-
gets is possible because of the installation of four
ibeam-splitting stations that use electrostatic septa and
JLambertson magnets similar to those employed in the
primary beam-extraction system. i

When running neutrino experiments, approximately
50% of the beam is extracted in the fast mode at the
jends of the slow spill. Often, to reduce the instanta-
neous counting rate, we extract the beam for neutrino
.'experiments in what we call the coherent fast mode

for 100 to 300 microseconds. In all cases, any beam
left in the accelerator after the various extraction
modes are completed is deposited in a special beam
dump through an abort system installed to the main
ring. Typically, for operation near 10 protons per
pulse using a fast spill for the Neutrino-Area beam,
half the beam is extracted in the slow-spill mode, split
15% to the Meson Area, 75% to the Neutrino Area, with
four 100-psec high-intensity bursts for multiple pulsing
of the bubble chamber, and 10% to the Proton Area,
which is further split 80% to Proton East and 20% to
Proton Center or 50% to Proton West and 50% to Pro- .
ton Center. The two targets in the Internal-Target
Area of course enjoy multiple traversals of the proton
beam at any energy of interest from 8 GeV to 300 GeV.
or at times 400 GeV. !
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Figure 3. Main-ring ramp and beam. Twelve booster
pulses, slow extraction with 4 fast bursts.
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Figure 4. Twelve booster pulses during acceleration
in the main ring.

We believe tiiat with 8 proton target stations avail-
able, seven of which operate simultaneously, four

experimental areas with about 25 experiments installed



|at aqj given time, twelve to fourteen of which are
usually operating at the same time, an operating inten-
sity dose to 10*3 protons per S-seecnd pulse at
300 GeV (the intensit r per pulse achievable at 400 CeV
|is the same as that achieved at 300 GeV). a good pulse-
to-pulse stability in beam intensity, extraction effici-
ency and spill duty factor, a reliability factor over 70%
land round-the-clock operation, that we have now
'achieved full operation. Corroborating this contention
its the fact that some 49 experiments have been com-
'pleted. Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the progress of
our program; Figure S shows the number of protons
accelerated per month; Figure 6 shows the number of
experiments set up and completed and the number of
bubble-chamber pictures taken per month; and Figure 7
shows the experiments currently installed. Figure 8
give* the scheduled and actual high-energy physics
and accelerator-studies utilization per month.

the reliability of each of these systems must be very
good. We have therefore given intensive study to re-
liability problems. A reliability committee has been
active in gathering «nd evaluating performance data
and in developing recommendations for improvements
of various systems. Considerable progress has been
made. In the first half of 1973, the accelerator oper-
ated 48% of the scheduled operating hours, in the
second half of 1973, 64% of the scheduled hours, and
in the first quarter of 1974. 74% of the scheduled hours.

Figure 5. Accelerated protons per month.

Figure 7. Experiments installed at NAL. Spring, 1874.

Our recording or reliability is divided into 14 major
accelerator systems. For each of these, all down-
times longer than one minute are recorded by the oper-
ator*. The downtimes as percentages of tht tout oper-
ating time for these 14 systems in the two halves of
1973 and the first quarter of 1974 are shown in Table 1.
Figure 9 summarizes the downtimes in five major
systems groups as a function of time.

! i

Figure S. Scheduled and actual use of accelerator
i Figure 8. Progress of the NA L experimental program. times.

Accelerator Reliability
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-•> 'Figure 9. Accelerator-system downtimes per month.

be seen In the intensity and operations graphs in
Figs. S and S. Aside from this kind of failure, which
has been cured by hardware improvements, the main-
ring rt has tften a vtry reliable system.

= It can be seen from Table I that substantial improve-
ments have teen made in the reliability of preaccelera-
tor, linac, booster, booster and main-ring rf, main-
ring power supplies, extraction, switchyard, controls,
safety, and beam-transfer systems. In alt these
systems, improvement programs are in progress and
further improvement* are expected. The main-ring
reliability has not shown such dramatic improvement
yet, but it is expected that current improvements in
the techniques for rebuilding main-ring magneto and

in upgrading water-system insulators and piping will
improve the reliability of the main ring in the next
year.

System Performance and Improvements
Prt accelerator and Linear Accelerator

The preaceeiemor consists of a single 750-keV
high-voltage supply with an accelerating column de-
signed with appropriate gradient and electrode aper-
tures to pass a parallel proton beam of 250 mA in a
Pierce geometry. Although the ion source has operated
atgreatcr currents thsnthis, a current of 180 to 200 mA,
together with a simple single-gap buncher ahead of the
time, is adequate to produce a 100-mA proton beam
out of the tlnac. The operational emittance of the pre-
accelerator beam is very near the design value of 50*
mm-mrad. The preaccelerator and linac performance
parameters arc given In Table II.

The linac typically ope rates with a beam current of
about 90inA, with the last accelerating cavity tuned to
achieve a minimum momentum spread. This results in
anoutput energy of the linac of 205 MeV. A beam chopper
in the 750-ke V transport system limits the lengthofthe
beam pulse accelerated in the linac to the length of pulse
required for injection into the booster synchrotron and
prevents the acceleration of protons that cause unneces-
sary radioactivity buildup elsewhere. For short beam
pulses, the variation of the mean momentum during the
pulse is smalt, but for the longer beam pulses required
for multiple-turn injection into the booster, this variation
results in an even greater voltage requirement on the
booster rf system. The nominal operating emittance of
the linac beam is close to the design, which recognizes a
growth of a factor of 2 to 3 in the linac. This growthoccurs
mostly inthefirstaccelerating cavity below 10 MeV, but
there are no plans at present for redesigning this cavity,
even though a smaller emittance would simplify multiple-
turn injection in the booster.

A debunchlng cavity in the 200-MeV transport line



Table II
Preaccelerator and Linac Parameters

Prcaccelerator
Energy (keV)
Beam Current (mA)

- Emlttance^dnm-mrad)
Linac

Energy (MeV)
Beam Current (mA)
Beam Pulse Length (wsec)
Momentum Spread-~H

at the Booster p

(a) without dcbuncher
(b) with debuneher

Mean Momentum Variation
£mlttance<2'(mm-mrad)

Deitsn

750
220-300
50*

200.3
75
Up to 100

3 . 2 x I0*3

1.6x10-3

5ar - 10s<2»

Nominal
Operating

750
180-200
50* - 60*

205
9 0 - 100
3-12

2-3 x 10"3

Note <3>
3 - 8 x 10*4

10*«>

Best
to

Date

32o"«>
40*

120

2 x I0* 3

Note <3)
1 x I0"4

8*

Improvement
Expected

I . 5 - 2 x 10' 3

1 x 10' 4

(1) Departure from Pierce geometry.
(2) For 90% of beam.
(3) The debuncher is being installed.

from the linac to the booster is presently being installed.
It v i l l consist nf a 3-unit pet? csvity placed 43 as frsm the
endof the tinac. When the debuncher is put into service,
tbellaac wilt be retuned to increase the momentum spread
<and ttie output energy wilt be towered slightly), reducing
apace-ctiRrge effects in the 200- MeV transport system,
but ultimately improving the momentum spread in the
beam to the booster. The debunching cavity may also
mete possible slightly larger beam current* out of the
liuac without increase of the mean momentum variation
of the beam, because it can be used to correct the
momentum variation caused by beam loading during
the beam pulse in the linac.
B o d t e r Synchrotron

The booster synchrotron accelerates th« beam from
300 MeV to 8 CeV in 33 msec, so that 12 pulses of
b u m can be injected into the rest field of the main
accelerator to nearly fill the circumference. In order
to achieve a design intensity of 5 x 10 1 3 particles per
puts* in the main accelerator, the booster must be
capable of accelerating an intensity of about 4 s I 0 1 2

particles per booster pulse, assuming no losses in
the main accelerator. At present, an intensity of
1 . 2 s 10 1 2 particles per booster pulse (i.e. 1.8 x 101 3

particles per sec) has been achieved using multiple-
turn injection. In order to achieve the intensity design
goal* improvements are required in both the transverse
and longitudinal acceptance of the booster synchrotron.
The parameters shown in Table IQ indicate the areas
of improvement.

* Thedcsign value tor the rf bucket area is 3.0 eV-sec.
Measurements indicate that the bucket area is 3.0 cV -sec
at Injection, but dips to approximately 1.6 eV-sec at
3 msec and then r ises again. Measurements of the
'momentum spread cf the coasting beam in the booster
(using the Shottky scan technique^) give a Ap/p or about
2 x tO"3 (full-width for 95% of the beam) before rf cap-
ture and about 3.S to 4 « I0"3 after the if capture. The
reduction of the bucket area at 3 msec and the large
momentum spread result in a loss of beam at this time
in the acceleration cycle.

transport between the linac and the booster to reduce
the n*au;n«nruTn 'Ipreaci of the injected beam and in-
creasing the rf voltage to the design level during the
first few milliseconds are expected to increase the
transmission efficiency to about 90% for single-turn
injection. Both of these improvement programs are
well underway. It is expected that the total accelerating
voliage at early times in the rf cycle can be increased
by about 30% by modification of the ferrtte tuners. In
addition, two more rf stations are being installed,
bringing the total to 18.

A measurement of the radial aperture of the booster
by inducing betraton oscillations yields an accept*.-.;-**
of about 22» mm-mrad of "good transmission" with a
decrease of transmission to zero for betatron ampli-
tudes corresponding to an acceptance at SSsr. These
values for the acceptance are substantially less than
the design value of 90s mm-mrad. The reduced accep-
tance of the booster results in a poor efficiency for
multiple-turn injection. In the design, it was expected
that four turns could be injected into radial phase spac*
with good efficiency. At least three improvements are
in progress to correct this situation. First, additional
beam-position detectors are being installed in the up-
stream end of the long straight sections to provide in-
formation that should allow the elimination of misalign-
ments as a source of aperture restriction. Second,
additional quadrupoles are being installed in the trans-
port system to the booster, so that the matching of the
beam from the linac to the booster acceptance can be
improved. Third, a new multiturn-lnjection bump-
magnet power supply is being constructed with variable
orbit-bump decay rate so that the filling of the avail-
able aperture can be optCmlxed.

These improvements in the transverse and longitudi-
nal acceptance of the booster are expected to improve
the intensity. It is possible that other beam collective
effects may cause difficulty before the design intensity
is reached. The only beam instability from collective
effects encountered so far is the head-to-tail effect
which has been cured with sexlupolcs. s

The installation of the debuncher in the 200-MeV Only one booster magnet has failed, at the feed-



Table m

Booster Synchrotron Parameters

Energy (GeV)
Cycling Rate (Hz)
Peak Intensity (protons per pulse)

(a) Single-turn injection
(b) Multiple-turn injection

Acceptance (mm-mrad)
. (a) Horizontal

(b) Vertical
Emittance (at extraction)
RF Bucket Area (eV-sec)

(IS rf stations)
Injection Momentum Spread
Transmission (percent)

(a) Single turn
(b) Multiple turn

(1) The
(2) 3.0 <

Design

8
1 5 IP
3.5x I0 lz

X
X

90*
40*
6.5*
3 .0

1.6x 10"3

Nominal
Operating

8
15

0.70 x 10*2

1.0 x l O 1 2

!
22r - 55*(*)
22*
.
i. 6 ^

2-3 x lO'3

38
18

Bsst
to Date

8
15

0.74 x 10*2

1.2x 101 2

- -

1.7

42
25

Improvement
Expected

1.5xlO}2
4.0 x 10lz

85*
40*

2.8

1.6x 10"3

90
80

transmission decreases to zero between these two values.
eV-sec bucket area decreases to 1.6 eV-sec at 3 msec.

through insulator, in 3 years of service, and the magnet
regulator7 and power supply have been very reliable.
The vacuum in the aperture of the magnets (which are
Inside the vacuum chamber) is in the low 10"7 torr
range. '

Main-Ring Synchrotron

Main-Ring Operation. During the first year of oper-
' ation of the main-ring synchrotron, the major prot'ems
'• were hardware oriented. In the past year, as signifi-
cant hardware improvements were completed and

• reliability of the magnets, magnet power supply, rf
and cooling system improved, accelerator-physics
studies of the main ring were started. A new set of
beam-position detectors, and several types of beam
profile and current monitors, including two loaned to
us from CERN, were installed as diagnostic aids.
The horizontal and vertical quadmpole power buses
were separated so that they could be powered indi-
vidually to allow the betatron frequencies, or tune,
to be adjusted to slightly different values. In order
to minimise closed-orbit distortion »t higher fields,
many magnets were realigned. Earlier this year,
the tune was changed from the design value of about
20.25 to a new value of about 19.25 In order to oper-
ate in a more favorable tune diamond and to reduce
quadrupole currents, thereby reducing saturation
effects for future operation near 500 CeV.

At injection, the separated-functionmain-rlngdi-
' poto field Is appro* innately -I0CG and the closcttorbit
distortion is caused principally by errors due to rcmanent
fields. The distortion* are corrected by computer-

^ adjusted dc trim dipoles, five per betatron wave length,
I in each plane. A n on-1 ine program in the X- 530 control
| computer takes the beam-position sensor readings and
I centers the orbit by 3-magnet local orbit bumps through
.an iterative procedure. Typically the orbit is centered
to witnlnthe resolution of the sensors in three iterations

(three pulses). The linear horizontal-vertical coupling
resonance is eliminated at injection by using trim skew
quadrupoles and at. high field by slightly rotating about
a dozen main quadrupoles about an axis along the direc-
tion of the beam. During injection time, when the
accelerator must operate as a storage ring, ^ i m in-
tensities have been limited by transverse coherent8

and single-particle instabilities.9 The coherent
instabilities have been successfully controlled by two
active beam dampers. Single-particle instabilities
have been controlled through the use of sextupole,
skew-sextupole, and octupole correction magnets.
These, improvements were incorporated after a detailed
study of third- and fourth-order resonances caused by
remanent fields at injection. Subsequently, not only
was the beam survival during the injection period
increased by a factor of two. but, ;nore significantly,
stability of operation was markedly increased because
of the resulting decrease in sensitivity to minor tune
variation. Imperfect quadrupole-to-dipole tracking
and transients from power-supply turn-ons occasion-
ally cause a small amount of beam loss at the start of
acceleration. These are being systematically investi-
gated and remedied. There is no loss of beam In
crossing transition and beyond.

Using the single-turn booster injection scheme, the
main accelerator has regularly stored and accelerated
to 300 GeV beams as large as 7 x 101 2 with a loss of
less than 10% of the injected beam. Main accelerator
performance parameters are given in Table IV. Using
the multiple-turn injection scheme, beams as large as
I01 3 ppp have been accelerated to 300 GeV with a
somewhat greater loss, about 40%, Additional correc-
tion-magnet systems are being designed to further in-
crease the transverse acceptance during the storage-
ring mode to accommodate the wider multiple-turn
booster beam.

Main-Ring Accelerating System. The wain-ring
accelerating cavity gap voltage has hern limited to
about 3 M V (15 cavities) by a tendency of the large
alumina vacuum seal rf windows to crack. This has



Table IV

Main-Accelerator Parameters

Energy (GeV)
Peak Intensity (Protons per Pulse)
Cycling Rate (sec)

200 GeV (no flattop)
200 GeV (1-sec flattop)
300 GeV (1-sec flattop)
400 GeV (1-sec flattop)
500 GeV (1-sec flattop)

Rate-of-Rise (GeV/sec)
Slow Spill Flattop Length (sec)
Peak RFVoltage per Turn (MV)
Momentum Spread ^E ( 1 )

p
Beam Emittance (imn-mrad)

200 GeV, vertical
200 GeV. horizontal

Betatron-Oscillation Wave Number
Transmission (percent)

(a) Booster Single-Turn Injection
(b) Booster Multiple-Turn Injection

(1) Total spreac

Design

200
4.5 x 1013

3.3
4.3

125
1
3.47
1 x 10-4

.23»<3)
= 20.25

100
100

measured (

Nominal
Operating

300
0.8 x 1013

4.8
5.9

,12
1

i "
100
1
3
- 1 x10" 4

.06*<2>

= 19.25

90
60

U 100 GeV.
(2) Either horizontal or vertical with booster

Best to
Date

400
1.0 x 1 0 1 3

- — ̂
4.5
5.3
12

150
1

100
70

single-turn
(3) In the accelerator for booster multiple-turn injection.

limited the rate-of-rise of the magnet field to a value average power.

Improvement
Expected

450 - 500
2. 5 - 5 x 1013

4 .2

7
12

150

4

100
100

injection.

equivalent to 100 - 125 GeV/sec. Originally, the seals
were made of 94% purity alumina. These will be re-
placed by seals composed of 99.5% purity alumina.
High-power operation of the higher-purity seals indi-
cates t»t they operate at temperatures about 100
degrees F lower than the 94% purity seals. Another
problem has been an excessive failure rate of the
ferrite tuners for the cavities. A modified tuner con-
figuration in which the required tuner voltage is re-
duced by a factor-two is being tested. This modifica-

. tion will probably be introduced on all main-ring
accelerating cavities.

; Threw additional rf cavities are being prepared for
' installation. The goal is to have a ring voltage of
' 4 MV with a two-cavity redundancy, making possible
| accelerator operation at 150 GeV per second with a
j synchronous phase angle of 50°.

I Mate-Ring Magnet Power Supply. The original
! master-substation transformer was designed for
I 200-GeV operation with a rating of 80 MVA rms and a
I peak of 160 MVA. At 500 GeV, the transformer is re-
| quired to accommodate a 300-MVA peak and a 110 MVA
> rms for a reasonable repetition rate. A new trans-
! former has been installed in the substation to allow
j 600-GeV operation. In addition, a series capacitor
! bank has been installed so that the voltage droop on
< the 345-kV mains will be less than 0.5%. The series
• capacitor bank will reduce the power level so as to be
: consistent with the repetition rate at this energy.
Most of the power-distribution system and the magnet
power supplies are already rated for the higher power
levels, so that the accelerator can be operated at
500 GeV with a matched power system. Additional

.cooling capacity is being added to utilize the higher

With the new transformer and series capacitor, the
main-ring magnets can be pulsed to a 500-CeV level
with a 0.5-sec flattop at a repetition rate of 12 seconds.
This newly-installed equipment will also make possi-
ble 400-GeV operation at a repetition rate of 7 seconds
with a 2-second flattop or a 300 - 400-GeV dichroma-
tic ramp. In these cases, the rate-of-rise of the mag-
net field would correspond to our new goal of 150/GeV/
sec. Figure 10 shows these several main-ring cycles.

IM »*/••• mn m m

Figure 10. Planned higher-energy main-ring cycles.

Extraction and External-Beam Systems

Four modes of beam extraction from the main
accelerator are presently used. They are shown in
Table V. Typical operation consists of a long spill



(1 sec) for counter experiments, with four enhanced
short spills (1 msec) spaced by 0. 25 sec for bubble-
chamber experiments, followed by a single high-
intensity short spill for neutrino experiments. This
final spike may be obtained by either coherent resonant
extraction (100 - 400 jjsec) or by single-turn fast ex-
traction (20 (isec). The external beam from the accel-
erator has been split to provide simultaneous beams to
as many as five primary targets in external areas, as
well as two targets in the internal-beam area. Extrac-
tion efficiencies of approximately 97% are obtained for
both fast and slow extraction.9 Improvement in effici-
ency has been achieved by more careful assembly and
alignment of the electrostatic septa wires, and thus a
reduction in the effective septa thickness.

The slow-spill duty factor has been improved so that
spills as long as 1 sec are available with about 70%
duty factor, not including the rf structure. Fortunately,
at the present beam intensity the 53-MHz rf bunching
has not been a serious disadvantage for experimenters,
and many have used the rf. structure to their advantage.
Main-ring power supply ripple is about 1 x 10~4, pre-
dominantly at frequencies of 120 Hz and 360 Hz. Higher
harmonics have been reduced by active filters. During
extraction, two air-core quadrupoles are used to buck
out the magnet ripple structure from the extracted
beam. These quads are driven by two signal sources.
First, a signal proportional to integral of B from the
main quad bus is used to drive the bucking quads.
Summed with this is a signal derived from the extracted
spill structure averaged over a number of pulses and
phase shifted ahead to offset the lag between ripple and
correlated extracted beam. A PDP8 computer is used
to provide this signal.

£nhanced spill for the bubble chamber is produced
by pulsing an air-core quad with a 1-msec half-sine
current waveform. This shrinks the stable phase
space region for a short time, thus liberating a burst
of particles into the unstable region. Coherent extrac-
tion is similar except that a dipole kicker is also fired,
forcing the whole beam into the unstable region. This
same kicker may be used for single-turn extraction. It
has a rise time of 0,5 /usec, a length of 20 psec and
produces a displacement of 10 mm at 300 GeV.

' Recent successful operation of dichromatic slow
extraction at 200 and 300 UeV, shown in Fig. 11, has
given us the confidence to schedule this mode of opera-
tion at 300 GeV for the Meson Area and 400 GeV for
the Neutrino and Proton Areas this fall. Further use
of the variable front-porch energy.will undoubtedly be
made by the Proton Area. A three-way splitting station
for the Proton Area is also planned for installation in
the next year. Development must continue on the wire
septa and the four splitting-station septa now in con-
tinuous operation. Development of new wire installa-
tion and support techniques, automatic retraction de-
vices for removing broken wires, better septum-
alignment mechanisms, improved quick removal tech-
niques, and investigation of different materials for
septum wires must be pushed to improve septum relia-
bility and further reduce beam losses and consequent
radiation exposure to maintenance and operating per-
sonnel.

I One of the most successful ventures we have had so
far has been the implementation of the proton-beam

splitting stations. i

We now operate routinely with two primary proton
beam splits, neutrino-proton followed by neutrino-
r.ieson and two secondary proton beam splits, one in
the Neutrino Area between the muon or neutrino beam
and the hadron beam to the bubble chamber and the
other between Proton Center and Proton East or Proton
West. |

Each splitting station consists of two electrostatic
wire septa followed by Lambertson magnets appropri-
ately sized to carry both beams to their respective
targets. Including the extraction system, we now have
a total of 10 electrostatic septa installed, which oper-
ate reliably at voltages up to 80 kV, and a total of 19
Lambertson magnets. The remaining elements of the
proton beam are 110 conventional beam-transport di-
poles, 41 quadrupoles and 35 trim dipoles. Diagnostic
devices include 36 SWIC's (segmented wire ion
chambers), 130 ioniz&tion loss monitors and 11 SEM's
(secondary emission monitors). The redundancy and
reliable operation of the diagnostics has played a
major role in the switchyard operation. After tuneup,
there are no significant beam losses in the switchyard,
with the exception of the areas downstream of the
splitting stations where loss on the wires in the septa
is deposited on the Lambertson magnets.

Beam momentum spread Ap/p is approximately
5 x 10"4 and the phase space transported to the experi-
mental areas is approximately 0.3? mm-mrad.Target-
ing efficiency for a 1-mm cross section target is approx-
imately 70%.

Accelerator Controls

The equipment associated with the accelerator and
experimental areas is distributed throughout about
ten miles of beam paths. The central computer control
and monitoring system is configured around three
Xerox 530 computers and fifteen Lockheed MAC 16
computers interconnected for the logical transmission
of information between them.1 0 An additional com-
puter of'each type is available for software and hard-
ware development and for providing backup in case of
a failure of one of the on-line systems. Switching to a
backup computer requires approximately five minutes
and generally does not require interruption of acceler-
ator operation. Seven control consoles are connected
to the X530 computers in the main control room, three
for the injector and four for the main accelerator-
extraction-external-beam systems. In addition, ex-
perimenter control consoles can be connected in the
experimental areas through a CAMAC interface so that
up to 192 bytes of relevant data can be transmitted on
each pulse of the accelerator.

At the present time, there are approximately 1700
channels of analog control, 4500 channels of analog
monitoring, 2400 digital-control points and 7500
digital-monitoring points connected to the system.
There are approximately 80 CAMAC crates in the ex-
perimental area systems. These numbers are con-
tinuing to grow as the flexibility and requirements of
the accelerator expand.

; Major efforts now are directed to upgrading some
of the earlier hardware and software systems, to pro-
vide more graphics, particularly of the type we call
comfort displays, to improve alarms and limits, save



Table V
Extraction Modes At NAL

Spill

Slow

Enhanced
Beam for
Bubble
Chamber

Coherent
Fast

Fast

Method
vx = 19.5
resonant

Resonant

Resonant

Single-
Turn

Special
Devices

2 ramped iron-core
quads

1 spill feedback
regulating iron-core
quad

2 spill ripple-structure-
reduction air-core
quads

1 ramped iron-core
octupole

3 ramped orbit-bump
dipole pairs

Slow devices
1 air-core pulsed quad

Slow devices
1 air-core pulsed quad
2 pulsed-orbit bumps
1 ferrite single-turn

kicker-
2 pulsed orbit bumps
1 ferrite kicker

Spill
Duration

1 sec

1 msec

100-300 psec

21 ^sec

Intensity
10%-100%

lxlO 1 0 "
5 x l O n

P/b.c.p.

<80%

0 - 100%

Duty
Factor

70%

< 50%

figure 11. Dichromatic main-ring ramp and beam.
200 GeV to Meson and.Proton areas,
300 GeV to Neutrino and Proton.

and restore, and data logging features, and to generate
more automatic tuning programs. It has been clearly
.demonstrated that without the capabilityof the computer-
control system, the performance and flexibility of the
accelerator achieved to date would not have been possi-
ble.

Experimental Areas

Internal-Target Area
I The internai-target area routinely operates with
two of four experimental set-ups taking data on two
targets simultaneously. The two targets, a supersonic
hydrogen/deuterium jet furnished by our Soviet col-
leagues from Dubna and a rotating wheel with 2 to 5ji
graphite and polystyrene fiber whiskers mounted on it.

each absorb only about 5 x 10" protons per 5 x 10*^
main-ring pulse, thereby causing no serious residual-
radioactivity problems. (Present activities are 1 to
5 mrem per hour two hours after shutdown.) In order
to optimize beam-on-target conditions in the internal-
target area, limited local control of beam position is
accomplished by the experimenters through a special
rf beam bump. The experimentation with these targets
in the internal-target area has been fruitful because
experiments can be conducted in the same pulse with
an energy spectrum of 8 to 400 GeV with almost a
point source target.

We are now in the process of designing an expanded
internal-target area. The expanded area, a room
50 x 50 feet, is to be built on the outside of the main
ring with a transition section connecting it to the main-
ring tunnel. We believe that this addition can be made
with lunited interference to accelerator operations.

Meson Area

Originally, the Meson Area was designed to operate
at 200 GeV. The proton beam line has since been up-
graded to transport 300-GeV beam to the Meson-Area
proton target and this is now the routine mode of oper-
ation. There are five secondary-beam lines installed
in the Meson Area, three charged-particle beams and
two neutral beams, all originating from a single pri-
mary proton target. Two of these lines have branches
at their ends so they can each switch between two
experiments. There is now a total of eleven experi-
mental set-ups installed in the Meson Area. A new
target load for the area has recently been installed and
when its cooling system is completed in a few months,
it will be capable of accepting over 10'3 protons per
pulse. Within the next year or so, we plan to upgrade
the proton beam line to the Meson Area to 400 GeV,
probably by using superconducting magnets similar to
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those of the proposed energy-doubler design. Prior
to that change, the Meson Area will continue to operate
by using a 300-GeV front-porch on a 400-GeV main-
ring pulse.

Neutrino Area ;

I So far, the Neutrino Area has used the lion's share
of protons produced in the accelerator, devouring 50 to
80% of the proton beam each main-ring pulse. There
are two simultaneous secondary beams in the Neutrino
Area eminating from two primary proton targets. One
target is the source of either the muon beam or of one
of three possible neutrino beams. The three different
neutrino beams are 1) a 100-jusec long spill using a
pulsed horn; 2) a 1-sec long spill using a quadrupole-
triplet focusing arrangement; and 3) a momentum-
selected beam. At 300 or 400 GeV and an intensity of
lO1^ protons per main-ring pulse, the neutrino flux at
the experiments is estimated to be 101 1 . At 300 GeV
and an intensity of 8 x 101 2 protons, the muon beam
has yielded 1. 5 x 106 150-GeV/c positive muons and
0. 5 x 106 150-GeV/c negative muons.

; The second target, which can operate simultaneously
with the first, is the source of a hadron beam that can
be switched between the 30-in. or the 15-ft cryogenic
bubble chambers. In 1972 and 1973, the 30-in.
chamber took a total of 429,000 pictures. In the first
3 months of 1974, it took 486,000 pictures and has
recently taken its millionth. This increase has re -
sulted from the introduction of the quadrupole pulsing
mentioned above and from the improved reliability in
accelerator operation. The 30-in. chamber has com-
pleted all its approved hydrogen experiments and must
now wait for the accelerator to operate at higher ener-
gies or change its hydrogen for deuterium or neon to
go on to accomplish the approved experiments.

In November, a one-week test run was made on the
15-ft bubble chamber, the world's largest. There
were a total of 80, 000 pulses and several thousand
good pictures were taken.

Proton Area

The Proton Area is different from the other two
experimental areas in that the experimenters work
directly from the primary proton targets. There are
three separate areas and three separate targets in the
Proton Area. At present, there is one splitting station
in the primary-beam line, which can send beam simul-
taneously to two of these areas. In the next year, a
triple-splitting system will be installed which will
enable all three areas to operate simultaneously. The
.work of the Proton Area is closely coordinated with
that of the Accelerator Division, since the three beam
lines are primary proton beams. In the past year,
extensive studies have been made by Proton-Area and
Accelerator-Division personnel to measure the beam
emittance and the beam-transport properties. A s a
result of these studies, installations are being modi-
fied to improve the transmission and reduce beam
losses. This summer, manholes to hold focusing
quadrupoles are being installed in the beam line to
Proton Area West so that a very clean beam can be
delivered there for the experiments with special re-
quirements. In addition to these technical improve-
ments, it is expected that a broad-band tagged-photon
beam, a 0° high-flux pion beam and a two-stage elec-

tron beam will be added to the Proton Area.
At present there a total of three experimental set-

ups installed in the Proton Area, with two operating
simultaneously.

!
Future Laboratory Plans

Energy Doubler :

As presently proposed, the Energy Doubler is a
ring of relatively slow-pulsed superconducting magnets
mounted on the ceiling of the main-ring tunnel so that
the beam orbit is some 3 feet inside and 4 feet above
the present main-ring orbit. The field can be ramped
to 45 kG corresponding to a peak proton energy of
1 TeV (1000 GeV). The ring has a separated-function
lattice essentially the same as that of the present main
ring. The coil aperture of the dipole, determined
principally and optimistically by extraction considera-
tions, is oval with dimensions 2. 5 in. horizontal and
1. 74 in.vertical. To minimize ac heating effects, a
rate of rise of 20 GeV/sec has been chosen for the
Doubler. This leads to a 100-second repetition rate
with injection at 200 GeV and a 20- second flattop. The
20-foot-long dipole magnets, shown in Fig. 12, and
7-foot-long quadrupole magnets are of a cold-bore,
warm iron design. The coil assemblies are suspended
in the middle of the iron shield by a bicycle-type
suspension system.

The fields in two superconducting lew-field (2. 5T)
identical dipoie magnet models, 30 inches long, con-
nected in series, shown in Fig. 13, have been shown
to be equal to at least within 10"^. In order to gain
operating experience and to study the effects of beam
loss, this dual dipole-assembly has been installed in
the external proton-beam line. Under ac (16-sec rep
rate) conditions, these two dipole magnets also tracked
each other to better than 10~3.

The first 20-foot dipole model has been tested but
the results on it so far are not fully understood.

The design heat load for the cryogenic system is
18 kW at 4.4°K. In the present design concept, the
magnets are their own transfer lines for the helium
coolant. The liquid-helium supply and return flow is
through a set of tubes surrounding the coil structure.
Twelve helium refrigeration and recirculating systems
will be located in existing service buildings distributed
evenly around the main ring. One complete FODO cell
consisting of eight 20-foot dipoles and two 7-foot quad-
rupoles is being constructed in the old protomain tun-
nel located in the NAL Village. Another paper entitled,
"Progress Report on the NAL Energy Doubler Design
Study, " is being presented at this Conference. **

POPAE
The availability at NAL of 400-GeV protons, with

extension to 500 GeV in the offing (and possibly higher
energies, if the Energy Doubler proves to be feasible)
makes it natural to ask what role storage rings might
play in the Laboratory's future, particularly in view of
the exciting results from the ISR and SPEAR.

In December of last year, the Laboratory's Long-
Range Advisory Committee recommended that long-
range planning at the Laboratory concentrate on a
system of combined proton-proton and electron-proton
storage rings capable of 1000 x 1000 (GeV)2 for pp
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Figure 12. Twenty-foot energy-doubler model magnets
installed in Protomain tunnel.

collisions and 20 x 1000 (GeV)2 for ep. In selecting
these particular energies, the Committee was guided
to some degree by the maximum energy of protons that
could conceivably become available at NAL in the next
few years, but they stated that the largest step in
collision energy consistent with technological and
economic realities should be taken.

The project has been given the acronym POPAE
(Protons on Protons and Electrons). A preliminary
d"esign study is beginning at NAL with the goal of having
some tentative plans to lay before the high-energy-
physics community for criticism and commentary.

Quark Area

By mid 1974, all the research facilities which were
initiated in f>sie early days of the project will be com-
pleted. Attention will then turn to new facilities that
are needed to match the higher energy capabilities of
the accelerator, up to 500 GeV as presently installed
or up to 1000 GeV with the Energy Doubler. Considera-
tion is being given to the concept of such an area,
tentatively called the Quark Area, so that detailed
designs can be formulated. As presently proposed,
this area would lie to the east of the present Proton
Area. The initial tunnels to carry beam to it have
already been built. Our present thinking about the
Quark Area envisions that it will be designed for oper-
ation with 1000-GeV protons and provide a number of
high-energy secondary beams using a slow spill some-
what in the style of the present Meson Area, but with
superconducting transport magnets for the higher
energy.

If the accelerator runs at 400 to 1000 GeV, the
Neutrino and Proton Areas can operate at those energies
but the Meson Area cannot be upgraded easily and
therefore the Quark Area will have as an important
goal the provision of high-energy secondary beams.
The design of the area is still in a very preliminary
stage and will be influenced by our experience in
building and operating the present experimental areas
and more importantly by the physics questions raised
by the present generation of experiments.

Figure 13. Superconducting 30-in. dual dipoles.
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